BAALZEBUL

High Priest Hooded Cobra

Baalzebul's Power Ritual

1. This Ritual is based on vibrating the Runes and making certain affirmations. Raising your energies before the Ritual is advised.
2. The Sigil that is provided is the point of focus where this Ritual is upon. It is this Sigil here.
3. The Runes that are done here, can be vibrated around the center of the Sigil where the Shenu Protection Ring is. You can imagine this lighting up so much, like the Sun has a layer of light surrounding all of it.
4. Vibrate these Runes in a short version [ie, do not draw the runic vibration on a very big breath, especially for those who are new and can't do that many vibrations].
5. When you affirm that the curses etc are going back to their senders, it can help to imagine this

Start by Vibrating the letters of the Runes and then affirming once the following:

Fehu x10

Lagur x10

Berkano x10

Then affirm:

Lord Baalzebul, Sanctified And Blessed is Your Name
Master of the Seen, Lord Of This World
Great is your Power, Your Thunder is Felt By All
You Are the God That Judges in Eternal Justice.

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

I call you by your Name: B, AB, BA, BAAL, BAALZEBUL, BAALZEVULON, BAALZEBUL, BAAL, BA, AB, B

Ansuz x10

Sowilo x10

Algiz x10

Tonight we lift all curses and attacks against your Name,
We remove all sins that have falsely been sent to you,
Your Name is detached from all corrupted Notions, lies and slander,
Now and Permanently, Your Eternal Power is Free.

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

Odthal x10

Mannaz x10
In Sumeria, you were known by all,
In Egypt, you were known to Egypt as the Ruling Power,
In Babylon, you were loved as Enlil,
In Hellas, you were the Head of Heads, Zeus of Greatest renown,
Your Throne Is Eternal In Pergamum.

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

You are the Ruler and the King,
The Giver of Wealth and Glory.
You Bestow Blessings and Curses,
You are the holy and heavenly king, the ruler, the conjoining, fateful and dividing force.

Blessed be your Name eternal King and Ruler of Gods, Men and Demons.

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]
All sins and hostile energy sent against you Baalzebul, is now sent to your enemies and those who attacked you.

All hatred, ill feelings and revile sent against your Name, is backfired onto the Jews and those who alongside them have slandered your Holy Name.

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

Baalzebul, King of the Gods and Demons, you stand as all powerful,
All the superior beings rejoice in your presence, you are the fiery eye of the universe.
Your followers and those guarded by you, are blessed by you eternally.

No evil can touch you.

Infinitely powerful is the Shenu around you, 
bright like the Power of a thousand burning Suns.

[Focus on the Sigil willing this so]

[After having said the above, Vibrate SATANAS 10 times and Affirm once:]

ALL THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE, KING OF GODS AND MEN!

You stand invincible against all lies.

THE TRUTH ABOUT YOU IS SEEN PERMANENTLY BY ALL!

Then close the ritual with a HAIL SATAN
and say: Satan’s Power Is Supreme and Felt by All.
Then say: “Satan, Glorified has been your Brother in this day!”.

Ritual Notes:
सत् = SAT, real, true, truthful in Sanskrit

To pronounce the Runes
To correctly vibrate SATANAS

The Symbol that encapsulates the Sigil: The Shen Ring, Egyptian Hieroglyphic language. The Shen also survived in Chinese tradition as a glyph for Spiritual Force, Divine Force, and God.
The letters of the sigil inside: The Ancient Greek letters for Baalzebul's Name in arrangement.
BEELZEBUL'S RITUAL: BLESS UP FOR THE SATANIC NEW YEAR!
(30th April - 10th of May Ritual Schedule)

On the Eve of the Satanic New Year, the most esteemed and loved God, Beelzebul, is going to be glorified and blessed.

This Ritual, builds upon the concepts we already know and have done before. I find it difficult to express all the emotions and feelings, but also the deep respect and love I have for Beelzebul. The Satanic New Year, looking back to all we have achieved last year.

The amount we will achieve in the next year...All of this glorious beauty and blessing of the Gods that we are lucky to be part of in this life. All of this great appreciation...

In the Eve of the Satanic New Year, Beelzebul also is oftentimes alongside Father Satan relating to JoS the agenda for the New Year. For one more year, this has been the case.

Beelzebub and our Gods are rather disappointed in the condition of our world and where this has entered. The enemy has brought things to a point of negativity that was never necessary, which is of course what they always want to do. Too much chaos is happening as the enemy is unfolding themselves and their agenda, but also while it fails, people suffer.

That is necessary, as necessary as the shedding of old skin. The price to pay is the price of uncertainty. Following the enemy's evil is not good or profitable for the soul or our lives. Humanity will grow out of this as time goes.

For this reason, our Gods have been busy this year. Many covens and people will be petitioning the Gods, so I just write this to explain why they might look busy. Regardless, they will answer all serious inquiries. As they are "ever" present, they are also looking carefully over our condition.

The Satanic New Year Agenda is full and growing, and so will the Joy of Satan and everyone of us that walks with our Gods. The opportunity for everyone to get closer to Beelzebub as we did with Astarte and soon will do for Azazel, is profound here. The last two Rituals have been a tremendous blessing for everyone here, so you can imagine how this [and the next one...] are going to be.

There will be more and more spiritual work that will be coming into life, that will benefit all Satanists constantly and unceasingly in our path towards the Godhead.

During this day, we remember family, creativity, and we become partakers in the great
Wisdom and care of the Gods. This date is symbolic of a new beginning, of moving away from the past, and looking to fly higher in ever higher grounds.

Satisfying the Gods and being satisfied in ourselves in return, is part of the give and take relationship we seek to establish. Then, we accelerate our advancement.

Now, as I have illustrated before, the JoS and our work has entered a new phase completely. This includes the release of Rituals like this, but also the release of other things that are coming and are being prepared on the back end.

All of this is part of a larger plan. This knowledge is necessary to advance people and give you strong contact with the Gods, especially in dire or chaotic times of uncertainty such as these.

To attain this, help is needed by all members here, and your presence is required. Even if this means only the forums, doing the Rituals, or participating in the tasks set by the Gods. There is another New Ritual below, that builds upon this understanding.

As one can understand, our relationship with the Gods is also relating to the JoS, and this forms a full on circle that bonds us all together. People who are precious, are going to advance during these times:

1. Volunteer their time to work for JoS, its projects and its growth.
2. Take care of newer and other people in the forums, and put out content for public interest,
3. People who donate, upholding everything during these uncertain times.
4. Participate in Spiritual Warfare Schedules, etc.

All of these categories, are the bones and flesh of the JoS. This involves us all. There are no exemptions here. We are all together on this big ship, moving it through the tidal waves of these times, towards the anticipated land of the Satanic Age.

Beelzebub has also reiterated to me, that, as time goes "Only the loyal will remain". He then went in depth about the material and spiritual blessings that people will receive, which will be extensive at the future times.

Personal efforts will under the guidance of the Gods help many people. The Spiritual blessings are the most important here, those who stay the course, will receive Satan's promises. There is a big plan behind all of this.

As HPS Maxine has stated before, the "Dross will be weeded out" as well. As time goes, the same process is taking place both here, but also in the world. Knowledge in the JoS will become more serious, responsible, in-depth, more complete.
We are building something our children and generations onwards will thank us for, so pride yourself in being part of this. Everyone is necessary in this task.

With the above stated, everyone is wished a beautiful Satanic New Year. May all of you have blessings that are endless, and the inner strength to endure through any difficulty in life and overcome it.

HAIL BEELZEBUB!!

Below are the Rituals.

If you feel uncertain or the Ritual looks a bit difficult, just do the Ritual regularly, and ask a Demon to help with the direction of the energy.

EVERYTHING IS BELOW: DOWNLOAD LINKS FOR PDF, WEBSITE, etc, on the end of this post.

This Schedule will be rather simple. You vibrate the Runes, and then say the Prayer:

- The Rituals are to be done in this priority, from left to right

- You can include the FRTR or just focus on the Blessing Rituals. Keep a good balance here. These are days for positivity and focus on blessing and celebration.

30th: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
1st: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
2nd: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
3rd: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
4th: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
5th: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
6th: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
7th: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
8th: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
9th: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
10th: Beelzebub’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.

Links to the Rituals


Backup Link 2 - https://joyofsatan.in/Baalzebul_Power_Ritual.html
Tor Backup Link
http://jos666vxenlgp4xpnsvxehvnaumi4c3q4bmvhpqgyz7bsk3ho3caokad.onion/
satanslibrary.org/Baalzebul_Power_Ritual.html

The PDF version of the Ritual:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tfda3v33cc5g8e9/BAALZEBUL_GROUP_RITUAL1.pdf?dl=1

Beelzebub

BEELZEBUB is also known as BAALZEBUB, ENLIL, BEL, "PIR BUB" * BAAL ZEBUL and BEELZEBUTH

He is also known as the Goetic Demon "BAEL", Ancient Greek ZEUS, Norse THOR, Hindu INDRA and Baltic PERKUNAS

- Zodiac Position: 0-4 Degrees of Aries
- March 21st-25th *[March 21-30]
- Tarot Card: 2 of Rods [From Azazel]
- Candle color: Black
- Plant: Fern
- Planet: Sun [From Azazel]
- Metal: Iron [As a God of War*], Gold [Color of Spiritual Alchemy**]
- Element of Fire
- Rank: King, One Of The Rulers of Hell
- Bael is a Demon/God of the day.
- Numbers of Importance: 40, 50, 60 [From Him personally]**

Those who are close to Beelzebub know he is Enlil. This is from him personally. Enlil was the original "Bel" which later evolved into "Baal." "Baal" means "Lord," "Master" "Baal the Prince." Beelzebub/Enlil was a very popular and well-known God who had cities named after him with the prefix "Baal" all over the Middle East.

Most people who have studied the occult know he is very close to Satan and they both go back to the "beginning of time" here on earth; Enlil and Enki. He is Father Satan's half-brother. Along with his brother Ea/Satan and Astaroth, he wound up in the grimoires as one of the Crowned princes of Hell and was labeled as "evil," as were our other Pagan Gods.

"Baal Zebub, the Healing God of Ekron, later became one word--Beelzebub--which came to represent evil and idolatry in the New Testament of the Bible."
-Excerpt taken from- "Syria" by Coleman South, 1995

Beelzebub is best known as the God of the Philistines, He ruled over the city of Ekron. He is second in command to Satan. The Ancient Philistines worshiped Him under the name "Baalzebub." Beelzebub is "Lord over all that Flies". Wherever he was worshipped, he was known as God of the weather and meteorology. He also controlled the airways when the Nephilim came to Earth. His name was perverted by the Hebrews to mean "Lord of the Flies."
Beelzebub takes care of in-fighting between dedicated Satanists. Satan wants unity and Beelzebub enforces this. He can be very strict as Satan does not approve of dedicated Satanists cursing each other. Among many of his levels of responsibility, Beelzebub is the Patron of all of the Orient [Far East], Martial Arts and Asian Culture was influenced heavily by Beelzebub.

From High Priestess Maxine:

"My experience- I saw him for the first time when I asked for his assistance in creating this webpage about him. He appeared to me with platinum blond hair and darker eyebrows, wearing a white robe. This was the first time I saw him. I heard his voice a long time ago and it was raspy, but when he spoke to me recently, the raspiness was gone. This is probably because he is now free."

From High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

"The importance of the title Baal, translates to King or Master. Beelzebub has always been related to kingship, rulership, cosmic rule and highest authority and has been a highest God in most Pagan Civilizations, going under different Names. For the Romans, he was Jupiter and to the Greeks, he was Zeus, sharing in the eternal qualities of Thunder, Weather Control, Kingly Authority or bestowal of power and riches. He is a master of spirituality and bestows likewise spiritual gifts to his people alongside material power, coming as a result of spiritual understanding. He has been behind some of the world's greatest and most physically and spiritually advanced empires, leaders and prominent personalities that have affected human history considerably. He is the embodiment of authority, worldly and cosmic. He has been a patron of many great historically important personalities, such as Alexander the Great. He has been with us for aeons and aeons."

For advanced knowledge in regards to Beelzebub, allegories and more extensive information about the God, click here.

Beelzebub's Sigils:
I have also noted many times in my studies, there is little if any real information about many different ancient peoples, such as the Avites whose God was Adramelech. All I found was in the Judeo/Christian Bible where the Hebrews brutally invaded and massacred them [genocide], as with many other Gentile peoples. The ancient libraries that were razed to the ground not only contained occult and spiritual knowledge, they also contained history. The above is a blatant example of history deliberately destroyed and replaced with lies.

Along with Jewish and Christian destruction of ancient knowledge, nearly all knowledge about Beelzebub was lost. Christians were at liberty to blaspheme, malign and slander the reputations of the Original Gods any way they saw fit. Since there was no opposition left following the razing of cities, mass murder of "Heathen" peoples, destruction of their temples, libraries and records, new generations had no other sources to turn to for information other than the Judeo/Christian bible concerning these Gods.

Beelzebub/Enlil, was the Patron God of Nippur, a city in Sumeria which is now present day Iraq.
Beelzebub had his ziggurats, shrines and temples located in his city, Nippur. Below are photos of the remnants of his temple. The fortress on top of the mound was built by American excavators in the 1890's "to protect them from the local tribes." Beneath is the Great Ziggurat of Nippur and Temple of Enlil:

Beelzebub/Enlil is the God of storms, atmospheric conditions, the wind, the rain and the element of air. He is also the God of Entomancy. Entomancy is a method of divination by interpreting the behavior of insects. Beelzebub is also a Master of Astrology and the Zodiac.

His number is 50.

His ziggurat of Nippur was called, "Fi-irn-bar-sag." He is the God who hurls his thunderbolts and lightning against the enemies of Satan. [More than one Christian church has met with disaster on occasion]. He is considered to be a gracious life-giving and life-sustaining God, taking care of his people, the beasts of the field, the fowls of heaven and the fishes of the sea. "Enlil [Beelzebub] is both a God of war and God of peace; a destroyer and protector, defender, restorer, upbuilder; inimical, hostile and most gracious." ¹

To enjoy his blessings one must enter into the right relationship with him and Satan. He carries out and enforces Satan’s decrees.
"Enlil [Beelzebub] is neither afraid nor stands in dread of an enemy. A battle undertaken by him is pursued with unrelenting vigor till it is carried to its victorious end -- with him there is no pardon nor retreat:

_The hostile not subservient land - from that land thy breast thou dost not turn._

If his anger is once aroused, there is no one who could induce him to leave or cool off."²

Enlil/Beelzebub was a "protector and life-giver." "As furious and destructive Enlil may be in his dealings with the enemies, as gracious, kind and loving he can be when his own people and country are concerned. He protects his people from hostile invasions by surrounding them and their home with a high wall or by becoming for them a fastness or house, the bolts of which he fastens securely so that the hostile hordes can neither climb over or overcome it nor can enter through its gates."

"If his people are in need of rain, he opens the gates of heaven, pulls back its bars, loosens its fastenings, removes its bolts that abundant rains may water their fields; or he may do this to drown and utterly destroy the enemy."

Below is an Ancient Sumerian hymn to Enlil/Beelzebub:³

_The gate[s] of heaven_
_The bars of heaven_
_The fastenings of heaven_
_The bolts of heaven_
_Thou openest_
_Thou pullest back_
_Thou loosenest_
_Thou removest_

"He sustains the life of both man and beast. In doing so, he does not neglect even the smallest and most insignificant who maketh to sprout, the grain art thou."

The ancient Babylonians were amazed at Enlil's loving kindness, protection and support, praising him by exclaiming "He who protects [gives support]."

Endowed with extraordinary powers and authority. The emblem of his authority is a pure or bright scepter which he carries or holds in his hands or wields. He acts on the authority of Satan. This bright scepter is, however, not merely an emblem of authority, power and might, but also a stylus in the hand of Beelzebub, the scribe, by means of which he writes the will and enters the decisions of Satan.

"The twelve signs of the zodiac, the year, seasons, months and signs of the zodiac have each and all their beginning and end, their boundaries or outlines, their pictures or drawings: Enlil [Beelzebub] indicates and proclaims them. There is a meaning and significance to each and all of them: Enlil [Beelzebub] interprets them. This he does by
the 'fullness of his manifestations.' 'Enlil and His Seven Manifestations.' It is one of the most remarkable facts in connection with the nature of every god who, at one time or another, played the role of the “Son” in a given trinity, that such a god was considered to have “seven manifestations” of his powers.' 'Seven' they were, because this number expresses the 'fullness, completeness, totality.'

*These are the chakras

Below is a diagram of Beelzebub's Temple at Ekron in Ancient Philistia:

*Beelzebub was known as "Pir Bub" to the Yezidi Devil Worshippers of Iraq. They claim he was the God of King Ahab. [Reference: Devil Worship 1919 by Isya Joseph, page 40]

The following is an Excerpt from “Encyclopaedia Biblica; a Critical Dictionary of the Literary, Political and Religious History, the Archaeology, Geography, and Natural History of the Bible"
Volume I : A-D
by The Rev. T. K. Cheyne, M.A., DD and J. Sutherland Black, M.A. LL.D.
"BAALZEBUB taking Zebub or Myla as the name Fly-God, a God of Ekron, whose oracle was consulted by Ahaziah king of Israel in his last illness. The name is commonly explained “Lord of Flies.” True, there is no Semitic analogy for this but Pausanias tells us of a God who drove away dangerous swarms of flies from Olympia, and Clement of Alexandria attests the cult of the same God in Elis and we may, if we will, interpret the title “A God who sends as well as removes a plague of flies.” Let us however, look farther. Bezold thought that in an Assyrian inscription of the 12th cent. B.C.E. “Baal-Zabnbi” was the name of the one of Zebub. Baal-Zebub was a widely known divine name, adopted for the God of Ekron. The restoration of the final syllable, however, is admittedly quite uncertain, and the reading Baal-Sapuna [see BAAL-ZEPHON, I] seems much more probable. Winckler, therefore, suggests that Zebub might be some very ancient name of a locality in Ekron [no longer to be explained etymologically], on the analogy of Baal-Sidon, Baal-Hermon, Baal-Lebanon. No such locality, however, is known, and Ekron, not any locality in Ekron, was the territory of the Baal. It is, therefore, more probable that Baal-Zebub, “Lord of Flies” [which occurs only in a very late narrative, one which has a pronounced didactic tendency], is a contemptuous uneuphonic Jewish modification of the true name, which was probably Baal-Zebul, 'Lord of the High House.'"

"This is a title such as any God with a fine temple might bear, and was probably not confined to the God of Ekron. 'High house' would at the same time refer to the dwelling-place of the Gods 'mountain of assembly' in the far North. There is some reason to think that the Phoenicians knew of such a dwelling-place. The conception is implied in the divine name Baal-Saphon, 'Lord of the North' [see BAAL-ZEPHON], and in the Elegy on the king of Tyre [Ezekiel 28 ]; and the Philistines probably knew of it. At any rate, the late Hebrew narrator or, if we will, an early scribe may have resented the application of such a title as 'Lord of the high house' [which suggested to him either Solomon's temple or the heavenly dwelling of Yahwi, to the Ekronite God, and changed it to 'Lord of flies,' Baal-Zebub. This explanation throws light on three proper names,- JEZEBEL, ZEBUL, and ZEBULON, 'from thy [high house] of holiness and glory.' The same term could be applied to the mansion of the moon in the sky."

References:

¹ Sumerian Hymns and Prayers to God Nin-Ib from the Temple Library of Nippur by Hugo Radau
Philadelphia Published by the Department of Archeology, University of Pennsylvania 1911; Page 21
² Ibid, Page 23
³ Ibid Page 25
⁴ Ibid Page 27

*From lord Beelzebul directly to High Priest Hooded Cobra
Beelzebub: Hieratic Information

The knowledge presented in this page is advanced and contains information for those who want to get to know Baalzebul more in depth. There is also the containing of hieratic [deeply spiritual] knowledge such as the Divine Names of Beelzebul.

In regards to additional information on Divine Names, these are Names which are the numerologically sound Divine Names to use for Summoning and Invocation:

Divine Names:

- [*]Baal-Zebul [Pronounced Va-AL-ZeBul]
- [*]Baal-Zevulon [Pronounced Ba-AL-zevulON*]
- [*]Baal-Al-zevul [Pronounced Ba-Al – ALZEVUL]

*such as the word nebula/nebulon, but as ZEBulon

Divine Symbols:

- Thunderbolt
- The Sieg Rune
- Bull's Head
- Oak Tree
- Thor's Hammer
- The Varja [Hindu]
- Mountains & Mountaintops

Divine Numbers and Attributes:

- Numbers: 40, 50, 60*
- Runes: [In that order of importance]: Thurisaz, Tiwaz, Sowilo.
- Zodiac Sign of Power: Aries
- Divine Animal Symbol: Great Eagle, The Bull, Hawk, Serpent

Psalm of Beelzebul:

Honorary/Invocatory
Psalm to Beelzebul

Important Titles:

- Father of Gods And Men
- Creator Of Man
- The Mighty
- Heavenly Father
- Fashioner Of The Universe
- The Basileus [King]
- Slayer of Kronus

Divine Forces:

- Spark Of Life
- Union/Division
- Authority
- Kingship
- Rulership
- Protection
BEELZEBUB is also known as BAALZEBUB, ENLIL, BEL, "PIR BUB" * BAAL ZEBUL and BEELZEBUTH
He is also known as the Goetic Demon "BAEL", Ancient Greek ZEUS, Norse THOR, Hindu INDRA and Baltic PERKUNAS

Other Names:
[*]There is no problem to also casually refer to him as Beelzebub or Beelzebul in linear speech, or even as Zeus. However, the hieratic Names are above and will give the best contact for spiritual works such as summoning.
[*]Beelzebul has went by many other Names in many different Pagan Pantheons, such as Perkunas, Thor, Zeus, all similarly related Names. All of these, relate to Law, Heavenly and Earthly Order, a strong leadership figure, but mainly Thunder. In India, Indra lives on the highest top of the Meru mountain [as Zeus does in Mount Olympus], and is the wielder of the holy Thunder of Varja, but his Name also is the root relating to "Rain".

In addition to his Eastern Origins, Beelzebub was one of the most important Gods in the Greek Pantheon, under the name of Zeus. Later on, this was reflected into the Roman Pantheon, which as it's well known did stem out of the culture of the Ancient Greeks. The high esteem is present in the Norse Pantheon, but also in the Slavic. The general term “Bel” or “Baal”, meaning King, was a title of honor to show supernal power, and spiritual dominion. Even today, in the Middle East, the title relates to identical meaning. The word "Baal", in Ancient Greek is related to the word "Basileus" which means the very same thing: King. The face of Zeus as a result [The Basileus] was frequently put on all objects related to the Kings: Coins, Shields, Inscriptions and so on.

In contrast to the modern interpretations of spiritual myths, Zeus was a most important God and symbolic of the Crown Chakra ["The Heavens"] on the top of the head. Enlil
was a syncentrism of the identical symbol of the deity. For this very reason, the association of Beelzebul with the "Heavens" and the "Bestowal of Rain" or how he "Sends Thunderbolts Onto His Enemies", is syncentric with the qualities of Zeus. Zeus is also called the bestower of rain, which is symbolic as the energy flowing down from the Crown Chakra, which can feel as if one is showered with rain. The Thunder, on the other hand is related to the feelings of getting "zapped" by the bioelectricity when one meditates, feeling a lot like actual electricity. The symbol of the thunderbolt, is the rune of Thunder or Sowilo.

The modern titles given to Beelzebul, do show a pattern of thousands of years of cultural spiritual warfare from Abrahamic religions. The amount of slander and disinformation is great, but also even in this slander there is undeniably the light of grace, extreme spiritual power, and highest authority. Even the enemies of the Gods did realize this. Beelzebul went from “King of the Gods” in his identity as Zeus, to “King of the Demons”. In Greek, the word Daemon means “God”, and therefore, his title still remains of the same content. He is indeed, the King of Demons. This reality is reflected on many enemy grimoires, which describe him as having "unending ranks" under His command. [1]

Psychologically, Beelzebul / Zeus symbolizes the utmost of masculine strength, as such he was said to have fathered Hercules and other Heroes of the old times. All ancient litanies do openly express he is the deciding force of the world or "kosmos", meaning "all that is".

Although the slowest God to move into judgement, his fury is the most destructive one, while his blessings most powerful. The Ancient Greeks had a statement that "everything that happens, happens in the presence of Zeus", in particular targeted at worldly authorities that went beyond their reach or towards tyrants. Zeus can cause the fall of tyrants, but also give rise to kings that can never be moved by negative forces. His will rules Gods and mortals alike. Beelzebul also can enforce the start or end of wars. As a universal force, he is unstoppable and impossible to contain, symbolized also by the Hindu weapon of the Varja.
Only Satan himself can overrule any of his edicts, choices or decisions. His will is a Ruling Will. The power of Beelzebul was renowned everywhere in the Ancient World, and he was globally recognized as a most powerful God. Even the Bible, equates his power to that of Satan, mentioning in the Revelations: ‘This was the place ‘where Satan’s throne is’ (Rev. 2:13). What this refers to is the Ancient City of Pergamum in Asia Minor, or Turkey. The Pergamon Altar is an archeological wonder. This Temple has been salvaged and was saved, currently residing in Berlin, in the second photo.

As a symbol, he is the God of Paternal Order. Due to His extremely high authority, he has been the leader of the Greek Pantheon [and many others], and is symbolic of the Paternal, Firm and Justice oriented rulership. While Satan rules the internal function of Pantheons and the Mysteries, Beelzebul has frequently came to be a ruler of the visible or the material realm, with Satan holding always the highest authority. Zeus was also called "The Father of the Gods", because he has fathered many other Gods, but has also been related with many earthly heroes and Demigods, such as Hercules or Alexander the Great. In regards to Humans, Zeus was also called the “Decider of Fates”, and also “Father of Humans”, for his very important role in assisting in the creation of humanity. [2]

His relation with the "Lord of the Flies", is a blasphemy on his Name by his enemies. The source of this is from an epithet of Zeus, which was called "Zeus Myiagros", or "Zeus who drives the flies [Pestilences] away". The word for "Flies" in Ancient Greek is the word pronounced "Mye", which was perverted by the removal of a letter and reduced to "Myaros", meaning "He of the flies", or “The defiled one” instead. [3] [4]
The same removal of one letter was done by Hebrews to change Beelzebul's Name into Beelzebub, which is explained in the previous webpage. Frequently this practice was done to many Pagan Gods, to pervert their Names and effectively blaspheme them in Hebrew. Their crimes against him do not end with merely changing the words of His Name, defamation, slander, and portraying Him in the lowest way possible, of course. Beelzebul is frequently mentioned in awe and fear by the enemy in the Bible, mentioned directly in the New Testament as being an opposed enemy to the hoax of “Jesus”. So vast was his influence and power, that when “Jesus” was doing his so called “Miracles” of healing, nobody believed this was done by him but everyone said it came from “Beelzebub”. Commonly, Beelzebub was a healing God in the region, who was doing extreme miracles of healing. While this story and the bible itself is a fake, it goes on to display how much the enemy understands the extreme high rank of Beelzebub, and his extreme capacity for healing, but also dominion over all Demonic entities. Like Satan who scorns the sorry Nazarene in the Bible, Beelzebul's Name shrinks the existence of the sorry hoax of the Nazarene, even in the enemy's fraud infested works. The only one above Beelzebub is Satan Himself. [5]

The attacks against Beelzebul have been systematic, by both Hebrews and Abrahamic zealots, continuing to this very day. In 2015, these zealots and destroyers of human history, have destroyed the Temple of Bal in Palmyra. The great power of this God has been so great, that like Satan, every attempt of the forces of decay has been done to eradicate his legacy from the history of Humanity. Obviously, they have failed miserably.

The vastness of the power of Beelzebul, being only secondary to Satan, is encapsulated in the statement by the enemy. The Hebrews recognize in entirety that all these attacks they have committed against Beelzebul are coming from them as a collective of religious people. Notice the language of Spiritual Warfare being used:

“Powerful waves of spiritual warfare rose against Baal that would tear him down and turn him into an arch-demon, an antithesis to God. The attack on Baal came through the writings of the Old Testament, primarily to discourage Hebrews from worshipping Baal and unifying them under the sole sovereignty of Yahweh. […] Baal was a specific name of a living god with explicit powers. Like a universal god, Baal was much more complex than a mono-dimensional deity. […] By the time the New Testament was being written, Baal had been firmly associated with dung, filth, and sexual perversities and was known as Beelzebub in Hebrew circles.” [6]

To note, many Hebrews constantly attempted to betray their petty fake “National Gods” and infiltrate the Pagan religious movements even back in these times. In contrast to Pagans, Hebrews did this willingly, because they were powerless, wanted to infiltrate, and by nature traitorous to their traditions. Pagans, on the other hand, rarely if ever did this, but only after they were collectively massacred in all cases or after mass genocide took place to make this happen.
Beelzebul can drive away all sorts of pestilence, be this in the form of physical illness [as his healing capacity], social perils [restorer of Justice], or other spiritual curses. In reality, the meaning of the relation with flies and the word “Myiagros”, is correlated to sounds of buzzing, hissing, and loud sounds, all of which correspond to chanting and vibrations, cleaning the soul and removing curses afflicting the soul, healing it.

Except of entomancy, there is a hidden connotation about Zeus and his capacities to send "flies", or the sensation of bioelectricity or Vril, which feels like "insects" on one's skin [produced by the buzzing sounds of the mouth, chanting, as explained above].

The healing capacities of Beelzebul as the Healing God of Ekron, and His healing abilities, were symbolized by the rising of the power of the Vril, which creates the sensations of crawling ants on the skins of practitioners.

Zeus, in the Greek Pantheon, also symbolized the unrelenting, all powerful force of necessity, a fate from which beings could not escape. But at the same time, Zeus was the one who fought Kronus or Saturn, and established himself as king, defeating the strict limitations of human nature and karma.

As his associations of the God of Thunder for reasons explained above or those of weather alteration, Beelzebul has been related to the Norse God Thor, who is the wielder of the Thunder. The Rune corresponding to the force of Beelzebul, is the Rune Thurisaz/Thor, which is related to the Thunderbolt. The secondary Runes for him are Sowilo and Tywaz. Even today, the grand importance of Beelzebul is seen in that this title of Thor has survived in the modern Name for the word "Thursday", or in plain, the Day of Thor. In his hidden kingship, he has also been associated internally with the Sun, or the Sun King. Additionally, the Rune Tyr is symbolic of the decrees of Satan being imposed through the hand of Beelzebul, and in his symbolic issuing of Justice.

The Weapon of Zeus, that of Thunder, named "Keravnos", is correlated to the word "Keruvim", which is a jewish and christian ripoff. The hebrew word "Cherub" is used as a word to relate to the highest spiritual rank and power for an entity, a situation which should show the extreme strength of Beelzebul in this case. Zeus in the orphic mysteries has been constantly revered for his ability with “Thunder”. This thunder, is supposed to bring the soul back to life from its passive state of lethargy.

Beelzebul/Zeus was the Guardian Demon of Alexander the Great, who conquered almost all the known earth at the time. Alexander believed and had openly declared that he was a son of Zeus Ammonas, related to the Egyptian God Amun [Not to be confused with Amon Ra, which is another God, or Marduk]. Beelzebul is the bestower of good fortune, invulnerability, and good fortune in times of disaster. When Alexander entered the Middle East, he was recognized as the son of “Baal”, while at the same time, he was recognized as the Son of Zeus Ammonas in Greece. Alexander was
commonly called "Basileus" which in the East was "Bael", both meaning King and Ultimate Ruler.

Below, there is the statue of Zeus Ammonas, and the coins minted for Alexander the Great. As one can see, the resemblance is striking, in particular to the horns, as a sign of ultimate dominion. Alexander the Great was believed to have been a descendant of the God Beelzebul/Zeus through his mother Olympias, who was of Royal Ancient Greek descent, and was accepted widely during his time on Earth as a physical incarnation of the power of the God by all the Pagan civilizations of the time. His mother, Olympias, was also a deeply spiritual woman and practitioner of occult rites and meditation.

The word "Amen", with which Christians finish off almost all their prayers, is stolen from the word Amon, an epithet also of Zeus.

His mysterious death at the age of 33 [nobody knows what exactly happened to him by any detail], is connotative not of physical death, but the striking possibility of him having completed the Magnum Opus at the 33rd year of his life, where his life ‘ended’. The stories about drunken poison and death do not appear to hold much merit either. The myth of his birth was related strongly in the imagery of the symbol of Thunder, and that his mother was “impregnated by thunder”. Plutarch writes that Alexander was always respectful of other Pagan cultures, and perceived that the same Gods were
present in all of them. Alexander, being taught by Aristotle [the top hierarchy teacher of His time in Macedonia, Greece] was instructed and well versed in the Spiritual Practices such as Alchemy. [8],[9],[10]

Zeus in symbolism is rich and rife with spiritual allegories and multi-layered knowledge. Zeus' name is clearly linked to the proto-European and the Far East. He is the original "Father Of The Heavens" the enemy speaks of. Oftentimes, his influence being so vast, he has been merely called "God", or "Father God", no different than Father Satan. Zeus's power is commonly related to the very notions of causality, life, existence and the element of aether, division, replication, and all things necessary for creation of the universe and life in its core. Zeus is given tens and tens of epithets, all symbolic of the multiple powers he does possess, which are over all of existence, showing his completeness and perfection as a God. [11]

**About the lie heaped on Enlil for the "Flood" that sunk “humanity in the Sumerian Epics**

In contrast to petty fraudulent claims by the Hebrew Zecharia Sitchin, Enlil [Beelzebul in Sumeria] was never in a “rivalry” with Enki, nor did Satan and Beelzebul ever have such petty things happening between them. These are gross Hebraic interpretations of spiritual mythology, meant to vilify the Gods and in particular dissuade people from any spiritual understanding. No, Enlil never did drown "humanity".

The so called “flood” that “destroyed humanity”, which is a common spiritual myth in all Pagan cultures, the myth is significant to both Enlil and Zeus, showing another direct link to Beelzebul. The Flood is one of the most important spiritual allegories to ever exist, no different than the Garden of Eden. While Satan holds the Myth of the Garden of Eden [to be explained in another topic in depth], Baalzebul holds the most important myth of the "Flood".

From this myth, we have the theft of the Noah’s Ark by the religious misinformation of the Hebrews. Noah and his “wife”, were stolen from Deucalion and his wife “Phyrra”, the Name of which means “Fire”, who saved humanity during the flood ‘created’ by Zeus. As explained above, the “flood of water” is that of the Crown submerging the body with the downwards spiritual energy, submerging the body in the spiritual energy. Fire is symbolic of the Kundalini Serpent that empowers the human being.

The [Myth of the Flood](#) relates to the drowning of the impure elements inside man, and their replacement by Divine spiritual energy and the higher dignified nature. This is achieved by meditation and soul empowerment. The ["Flood"](#) is a spiritual allegory alluding to this spiritual fact.

Ida and Pingala [the fire and water aspects of the Serpent] do work for cleaning the soul. The “Flood” is symbolic of the flooding of the soul with the water element [a necessary state which will happen as a default], which will submerge impure elements,
while Phyrra is symbolic of the purifying fire that follows after this, saving humanity from the flood. These are also important preparations for the Magnum Opus.

The followers of yours, Beelzebul, crown them with the crown of the thundering heavens.

**HAIL BEELZEBUL!!!**

---

**Page By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666**
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